xypstix
GLOBAL BLEND WITH XANTHONES & ALOE

What are Xypstix?
Xypstix are portable, single-serve packets that
contain all the benefits of our antioxidant-rich
Global Blend, but with two extra ingredients: aloe
and xanthones.

What do Xypstix do?
Xypstix deliver the critical nutrients your body needs to produce
primary antioxidants. These primary antioxidants protect your
body 24 hours a day, neutralizing free radicals as they are created
at the cellular level. Xypstix may help:

•
•
•
•
•

Neutralize free radicals
Increase energy
Promote youthfulness and vitality
Balance hormones
Reduce inflammation

Xypstix combine the most powerful, nutrient-dense superfruits
with primary antioxidant precursors and herbal adaptogens.
This strategic combination causes a synergy that multiplies the
effectiveness of all three.
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What do Xypstix do?
Xypstix deliver the critical nutrients your body needs to produce
primary antioxidants. These primary antioxidants protect your
body 24 hours a day, neutralizing free radicals as they are created
at the cellular level. Xypstix may help:
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Xypstix combine the most powerful, nutrient-dense superfruits
with primary antioxidant precursors and herbal adaptogens.
This strategic combination causes a synergy that multiplies the
effectiveness of all three.

NONI FRUIT - May help stabilize blood sugar levels while reducing

inflammation and joint pain. May also help improve digestion,
cleanse the digestive tract, and minimize irritable bowel
syndrome, constipation, and diarrhea.
GREEN TEA - Has potential to lower total cholesterol levels,
while improving the ratio of good (HDL) cholesterol to bad
(LDL) cholesterol. It may also provide benefits for weight loss,
regulating blood pressure, improving skin health and in some
studies has shown to be an effective anti-viral and antibacterial.
AMLA - A good source of vitamin C, has antioxidant properties,

and studies suggest that it has potential efficacy against
inflammation, age-related renal disease, and diabetes.
Ginseng - Has been shown to improve cardiovascular health,
immune system and nervous systems. It also assists the function
of the adrenal glands during exercise to build strength and
endurance.

ALOE - Includes eight essential amino acids that your body needs
to stay healthy and repair itself. Aloe also may help regulate
weight, maintain constant energy levels, and helps heal the
body’s internal organs.

GLUTAMIC ACIDS - Precursor of GABA but has somewhat the
opposite function; it is an excitatory neurotransmitter. It is one
of the few nutrients that crosses the blood-brain barrier and is
the only means by which ammonia in the brain can be detoxified.
It is considered to be nature’s “Brain food” by improving mental
capacities; and is used in the treatment of depression, ADD
and ADHD, fatigue and chronic fatigue, alcoholism, epilepsy,
muscular dystrophy, mental retardation, and schizophrenia.

XANTHONES - Known to help reduce inflammation and may also

CYSTEINE - Is a precursor to the liver detoxifying and antioxidant

aid intestinal health and total body immunity.

amino acid glutathione. This functionality provides an anti-aging
effect on the body—even reducing the accumulation of age
spots. Another impressive function of Cysteine is the breakdown
of mucus in the respiratory tract which can help in bronchitis,
emphysema, and tuberculosis.

Key Ingredients

ACAI - Has been recommended for heart and cardiovascular
health, may play a role in lowering cholesterol, and is thought to
play a role in slowing down the aging process.
GOJI BERRY - May help fight fatigue, regulate blood pressure &

blood-sugar, and may also help relieve headaches & insomnia,
while helping to regulates weight.

GLYCINE - Supplies additional creatine to muscles and is used to
construct DNA and RNA. It functions in skin, connective tissues,
the central nervous system and prostate.
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